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Chris Armstrong
AA Farms
North Bend, Nebraska

Blake Bierman
Producer
Arnold, Nebraska

Jon Brabec
Frontier Cooperative Company
Wahoo, Nebraska

Drew Cramer
Cramer Farms
Cambridge, Nebraska

Seth Davison
Union Bank & Trust
Lincoln, Nebraska

Brenda Dutcher
Briar Rose Dairy
Humboldt, Nebraska

Kim Eberly
Memorial Community Health, Inc.
Aurora, Nebraska

Linda Emanuel
Tom Emanuel Farms/ Fremont Health Medical Center
North Bend, Nebraska

Josh Frizzell
KAAPA Grains LLC
Kearney, Nebraska

Cale Giese
Mid Plains Grain
Wayne, Nebraska

Nicholas Hatz
Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas
Omaha, Nebraska

Tim Higgins
CoBank, ACB
Crete, Nebraska
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Leander Hopkins
Hall Ag
Bayard, Nebraska

Andy Jobman
Jobman Farms, Inc.
Gothenburg, Nebraska

Jana Jobman
First National Bank of Omaha
Gothenburg, Nebraska

Lloyd Johnson
Farmers National Company
Broken Bow, Nebraska

Jason Kloeppeing
McConville Farms
Bartley, Nebraska

Sam Krueger
PBK Farms, Inc.
Blue Hill, Nebraska

Nate Lehmann
AgReliant Genetics
Gibbon, Nebraska

Raymond Morse
Henningsen Foods, Inc.
Norfolk, Nebraska

Steve Niewohner
Niewohner Farms
Scribner, Nebraska

Jordan Nun
Heartland International, Inc.
Lincoln, Nebraska

Logan Pribbeno
Wine Glass Ranch, Inc.
Imperial, Nebraska

Gerry Sheets
Middle Loup Public Power and Irrigation District
Sargent, Nebraska
OUR MISSION: TO PREPARE AND MOTIVATE MEN AND WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE FOR MORE EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
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Board of Directors

Officers:
Terry Schutte, Chair of the Board, Lincoln
Greg Ibach, Vice Chair of the Board, Lincoln
Leland Poppe, Secretary of the Board, North Platte
Larry Pearson, Treasurer of the Board, Bennington
Dr. Terry Hejny, President of the Board, Lincoln
Jill Brown, IANR Representative and Ex-Officio Member, Lincoln

Members of the Board:
Cindi Allen, Ogallala
Bryan Barrett, Gering
Dr. Eric Brown, Lincoln
Jarid Childears, North Platte
Jim Farrell, Omaha
Galen Frenzen, Fullerton
Carol Hudkins, Malcolm
Stephanie Liska, Wayne
Dr. Brad Lubben, Lincoln
Lori Pankoke, Lincoln
Pat Rasmussen, Geneva
William Rhea III, Arlington
Marvion Riechert, Elm Creek
Royce Schaneman, Lincoln
Dr. Ray Ward, Kearney
Ed Woeppe, Lincoln
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THE LEAD Program

Up to thirty individuals are selected annually to participate in the Nebraska Leadership Education/Action Development (LEAD) Program. During the two year program, LEAD Participants attend 12 three-day seminars and two study/travel seminars, one national and the other international. Content of the seminars are essential to leadership and focus on economics, government, human relations, communications, international trade, sociology, education, the arts and social-cultural understanding.

During the first year, participants study local, state and national issues. The second year curriculum emphasizes continued leadership, skill development and international study.

The LEAD Participants

All participants are Nebraska residents involved in production agriculture, agribusiness or a closely related occupation. Preference of LEAD Participants is given to individuals between the ages of 25 and 55 who possess proven leadership potential, capability and a commitment to Nebraska.

The LEAD Organization

The Nebraska LEAD Program is under the direction of the Nebraska Agricultural Leadership Council and is supported by individuals, businesses and industries, as well as public and private institutions of higher education and research.

The LEAD Purpose

The dynamic industry of agriculture plays a profound and over-riding role in every phase of Nebraska life. The LEAD Program recognizes that the development of human resources for agriculture and Nebraska should not be left to chance. The LEAD Program strives to address the needs of community members involved in the business of agriculture by presenting opportunities to broaden one’s knowledge and strengthen leadership and decision-making abilities.